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Transient and steady-state behavior of space charges
in multilayer organic light-emitting diodes
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A numerical study of space charge effects in multilayer organic light-emitting diodes~OLEDs! is
presented. The method of solving the coupled Poisson and continuity equations, previously
established for single-layer polymer LEDs, has been extended to treat internal organic interfaces. In
addition, we consider the transient current and electroluminescence response. We discuss the
accumulation of charges at internal interfaces and their signature in the transient response as well as
the electric field distribution. Comparison to experimental transient data of a typical bilayer LED
based on tris~8-hydroxyquinolinato!aluminum (Alq3) is provided and good agreement is found. Our
results are consistent with commonly assumed operating principles of bilayer LEDs. In particular,
the assumptions that the electric field is predominantly dropped across the Alq3 layer and that the
electroluminescence delay time is determined by electrons passing through Alq3 to the internal
interface are self-consistently supported by the results of the simulation. Moreover, the creation of
emissive singlet excitons is found to be strongly confined to the Alq3 side of the internal interface
and the emission zone width is dictated by the exciton diffusion length. Design principles for trilayer
LEDs with improved power efficiency are also discussed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1352027#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of bright organic electroluminesce
diodes1,2 has stimulated intense research in order to und
stand the physics of transport and recombination. While
general nature of the excited state and transport mechan
in these novel semiconductors have been identified, fur
efforts to improve device performance are necessary an
quantitative numerical model is desirable to formulate des
criteria. For the simplest device structure, an organic e
troluminescent layer sandwiched between two metal e
trodes, a number of theoretical studies regarding the injec
and transport of charge carriers and their radiative recom
nation have been carried out;3–5 however, an analytical solu
tion to the bipolar transport and recombination problem is
general not available. In particular, the complex interp
between both field-dependent injection rates and charge
rier mobilities prevents a detailed theoretical prediction
device characteristics. Therefore, numerical solutions ba
on material parameters are a useful tool by which to und
stand and improve device characteristics.6–10 Compared to
polymer light-emitting diodes~LEDs! that achieve consider
able efficiency even in single-layer structures,11 efficient
small molecule LEDs in general require a heterostruct
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device design1 that compensates for the imbalance of mob
ties and injection rates and at the same time moves the
combination zone away from the electrodes in order to av
luminescence quenching. Suitable multilayer designs9,10,12

are critical for enhanced device performance and numer
methods are important to assist in this aim. Going beyond
study of steady-state current–voltage characteristics, t
sient electroluminescence studies provide additional ins
into the device physics,13–17 and are important for ac-driven
display applications or suitable driving schemes for futu
electrically pumped lasing.18

In this article we discuss charge and recombination z
confinement effects in multilayer organic LEDs~OLEDs!.
We extended our model6,7 to study multilayer structures an
pulsed electroluminescence therein. We consider b
transient13,15 and steady-state space charge effects. Altho
comparison to experiment is only presented for small m
ecule based multilayer LEDs, the concepts developed ar
a general nature and will apply equally to multilayered po
mer LEDs. Some important differences between comm
polymer and small molecule based OLEDs result from d
ferent mobility ratios of electrons and holes. In the prese
of a finite concentration of traps, the steady-state curren
decreased but the charge carrier transit time remains,
good approximation, unaltered. A detailed discussion of tr
controlled transient currents goes beyond the scope of
article and will be given elsewhere.19
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5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The text is structured as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the numerical model used and the specifics of trea
multilayer structures. In Sec. III we discuss transient featu
in electroluminescence in general and for heterostructure
vices. Section IV addresses steady-state effects by varia
of applied bias and by modification of the cathode inject
barrier, while Sec. V describes general principles of dev
design applied to trilayers. We conclude with a summary

II. THE MODEL

In this article we employ a numerical method previous
established to describe current–voltage characteristics
spatial distributions of charge, electric field, and recombi
tion rate in polymer LEDs.7 The numerical solution of the
continuity and Poisson equations has been extended to
internal organic interfaces, and the dynamical response
step change in voltage is obtained from the time-depend
iteration sequence.

A. Transport and recombination

In the bulk, bipolar charge transport with field-depende
mobilities and Langevin bimolecular recombination is d
scribed by the following system of equations:6,8,20

Je~x!5eme~x,E!n~x!E~x!1D~m!
dn~x!

dx
, ~1!

dE~x!

dx
5

e

ee0
@p~x!2n~x!#, ~2!

dn~x!

dt
5

1

e

dJe~x!

dx
2r ~x!p~x!n~x!. ~3!

Here,n is the density of electrons,p the density of holes,E
the electric field, andr the recombination rate coefficien
Equation~1! describes the net currentJe of electrons~holes
analogous!, composed of the drift and diffusion term, whic
are to satisfy the Poisson equation, Eq.~2!. In Eq. ~1! D is
the Fickian diffusion constant related to the charge mobi
by the Einstein relationeD5mkT.21 The electron continuity
equation, Eq.~3!, contains the only term shared with its co
responding equation for holes, namely, the bimolecular
combination rate. We use the Langevin formr 5(e/ee0)
3(me1mh) for the recombination rate.5,20 Mobilities are
taken to be field dependent with the Poole–Frenkel-like fo

m~E!5m0 exp~AE/E0!, ~4!

wherem0 is the zero field mobility andE0 the characteristic
field.

B. Injection and boundary conditions

In keeping with the continuum approach to the elect
static behavior implied by Eqs.~1!–~4!, we use a form for
the currents at the electrodes and internal organic/org
interfaces that reflects the thermodynamic properties of
materials, such as the diffusion constant and mobility. T
may be compared with the microscopic approach of W
et al.,22 who considered details of the electronic structure
the molecular level and evaluated transition rates betw
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appropriate states. Within the framework of continuum el
trostatics, current injection from metal contacts into orga
semiconductor materials has been described previously23 as a
result of the interplay between thermionic injection and i
age charge recombination. In the presence of an applied e
tric field, Schottky barrier lowering occurs. Recent studies
injection into organic materials confirm the temperature a
mobility dependence of the injection current and theref
are in favor of the thermionic injection model.24,25 It has
already been shown that contacts with injection barriers
low 0.3 eV are able to maintain space-charge-limited c
rents~SCLCs! for typical operating voltage regimes at roo
temperature.7,8,26 The same barrier height regime for ohm
behavior can be derived by considering the existence of S
features in transient current; see Sec. III B. The actual va
of the anode and cathode barriers are still a matter of c
siderable debate. Photoelectron spectroscopy reveals tha
assumption of vacuum level alignment does not hold
general,27 and that there is a theoretical suggestion of dou
layer formation.28 As will be discussed in Sec. IV B, varia
tion in injection barrier height influences the current balan
and the internal charge distribution.

The electric field distribution is obtained through int
gration of the Poisson equation across the layers of t
thickness L using the effective biasVeff5(V2Vbuilt in)
5*0

LE(x)dx as constraint to determine the integration co
stant, i.e., the electric field due to space charges is supe
posed on the applied field, which is corrected for the built
field Vbuilt in /L.

C. Internal interfaces

In multilayered device structures, internal interfac
separate materials with differing molecular energy levels a
charge mobilities. Each of these discontinuities can resul
charge accumulation and cause redistribution of the elec
field.9 Molecular energy level discontinuities for electrons
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital~LUMO! and holes
in the highest occupied molecular orbital~HOMO! will be
treated again in the context of transport in continuous me
We use an expression for the current across internal in
faces in analogy to the hopping process of transport, wh
has been thoroughly studied for organic semiconductors.
shown by Holstein and Emin29 and previously by Marcus30

and by Levich,31 the hopping rate between two sites differin
in energy bydE is proportional to

expS 2~dE1Ep!2

4kTEp
D , ~5!

where Ep is the polaron binding energy,k the Boltzmann
constant, andT the temperature. Rather than use this expr
sion, which introduces an additional~and frequently un-
known! parameter, we use the Miller–Abrahams32 form in
which the rate is activated for hops that increase the car
energy ~uphill! and is constant for downhill hops. This i
strictly applicable only in the low-temperature weak co
pling limit of Emin–Holstein theory. We also ran simulatio
sequences using an activated form for hops in both dir
tions. The results differed insignificantly from those pr
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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sented below, but the lack of a cutoff for downhill hop
~analogous to the Marcus–Levich ‘‘inverted’’ region! led to
numerical instabilities. Moreover, this form does not sati
the condition of detailed balance. Hence for the current
to each carrier across an internal interface, we modify
drift and diffusion currents according to

Je,h~J~e,h!,drift1J~e,h!,diff!5H exp~2dE/kT!, dE.0

1, dE,0
,

~6!

where the drift and diffusion currents are calculated us
averaged properties of the materials to the left and righ
the interface.

We do not introduce exciton diffusion across the inter
interface since excitonic energy transfer in triphenylam
derivative ~TPD!/tris~8-hydroxyquinolinato!aluminum
(Alq3) bilayers is unlikely33 unless TPD is doped with dy
molecules.34 Similarly, no exciplex-like recombination
across the interface is implemented. For a discussion of
ergy level alignment at organic/organic interfaces, see,
instance, Ref. 27.

D. Singlet excitons: Generation, diffusion and decay

In addition to the Langevin recombination rate, we c
culate the density of singlet excitonsS by considering their
generation, diffusion, and decay which allows the tempo
and spatial evolution of luminescence to be studied. In c
trast to the radiative decay time, the exciton diffusion co
stant is not easily accessible experimentally but can be
mated, for instance, by modeling the thickness depende
of the efficiencies of photovoltaic devices.35,36 The continu-
ity equation for excitons, including generation, diffusion, a
decay, is

dS~x,t !

dt
5gr ~x,t !n~x,t !p~x,t !1DS

d2S~x,t !

dx2 2
S~x,t !

t
,

~7!

whereg51/4, following the~simple! spin statistics argumen
and assuming Fickian diffusion.37 We use the diffusion con
stantDS5 l 2/t, with l being the diffusion length andt the
exciton lifetime. Given that the first term on the right-ha
side is replaced by a dirac-delta-like steady-state source
upon turnon att5t0 , jd(x2x0)u(t2t0), Eq. ~7! can be
solved analytically. The exciton distribution in equilibrium
decays exponentially according to

S~x,t→`!5
jt

l
expS 2

x2x0

l D , x.x0 . ~8!

We note that the exponential decay is determined byl only,
whereas the exciton density atx0 is dictated by the decay
time t. Therefore, in this special case,l can be considered a
the emission zone width.

Exciton quenching near electrodes was found to oc
for poly~phenylenevinylene! ~PPV!-type polymers38 and
Alq3 alike.39 The presence of metal electrodes is believed
increase the radiative lifetime significantly and therefo
lower the luminous efficiency by allowing nonradiative d
cay channels to play a dominant role.38 For PPV-type poly-
Downloaded 09 Oct 2003 to 128.114.130.133. Redistribution subject to A
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mers the quenching zone extends as far as 20 nm from
electrode.38 Unless the recombination zone approaches eit
the anode or cathode, exciton quenching plays a minor
in multilayer LEDs, and we therefore do not discuss th
additional concern.

E. Numerical solution

Equations~1!–~4!, ~6!, and~7! are solved numerically by
discretizing space and time. The device structure is divid
into cells with widths comparable to the hopping site se
ration ~;Nc

21/350.4 nm,Nc being the density of chargeabl
sites!. To account for the major discontinuities in mobilit
parameters at internal interfaces,40 a nonuniform cell-width
approach41 is implemented with smaller widths near inte
faces in order to improve accuracy with reduced computa
time. Because charge densities are defined in the cente
cells while the electric field, mobilities, and currents are d
fined at cell boundaries, the extension from single to multi
layers requires only appropriate treatment of the organic
terfaces as described in Sec. II C.

The coupled set of equations is solved iteratively start
with an empty device and assuring that the time step is
order of magnitude smaller than the fastest transit ti
across a cell in the device at any given iteration step. For
simulation of current–voltage curves, the distribution of p
vious bias is used as the initial condition for the subsequ
voltage setting. The system is considered to be in equi
rium and the iteration terminated when the average local
viation is a small fraction, typically 1025, of the total cur-
rent.

F. Parameters

The parameters required as input to the simulation
the mobility and energy level parameters for each layer
the work functions of the metal contacts. The determinat
of field-dependent mobilities is crucial for a successful qu
titative description of transient and steady-state operation
OLEDs. Common techniques are time-of-flight~TOF!
measurements42 and analysis of current–voltag
characteristics43 in single-layer devices. If space-charge e
fects prevail~i.e., the contacts are ohmic!, mobilities may
also be determined by mapping the transient current p
position to the transit time of the predominant carrier,44 ac-
cording to Eq.~9!, as discussed below.

Similarly, the electroluminescence~EL! delay time can
be used to estimate the mobility of the faster carrier14,45 in
the luminescent layer. In aN,N8-di~naphthalene-1-y1)
5N,N8-diphenyl-benzidine (NPB!/Alq3 bilayer LED, the
assumption that the delay time is determined by electr
passing through the entire layer of Alq3, driven by the ap-
plied bias dropping entirely across Alq3, is manifested by
spectral evidence that recombination initially occurs near
internal interface.46 This assumption is self-consistently su
ported by the results of the simulation that will be discuss
in Secs. III and IV. We used the field-dependent elect
mobility of Alq3 determined in this way by Barthet al.;14 see
Table I. The hole mobility in Alq3 is assumed to be 10 time
smaller than the electron mobility, using the same field
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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pendence, which is compatible with the recombination zo
occurring near the internal interface.1,46,47 For comparison,
various field-dependent electron and hole mobility para
eters of Alq3 have been reported in the literature. Kep
et al.48 used a TOF technique and found the hole mobility
be nearly two orders of magnitudes smaller than the elec
mobility. Using the same technique, Nakaet al.49 found an
electron to hole mobility ratio exceeding 100. Mu¨ckl et al.45

analyzed the EL delay time in a sandwich structure to fin
hole mobility that increases more strongly with field than t
electron mobility does and at typical operating fields the
fore approaches that for electrons. For the hole-trans
layer, hole mobility parameters determined f
N, N8-diphenyl-N, N8-~3-methylphenyl!-1,18-biphenyl-4,48-
diamine~TPD! by TOF measurements were taken from t
literature50 and electron mobility was chosen to be sm
compared to that in Alq3.

In contrast to Alq3-based LEDs, polymer LEDs based o
PPV derivatives typically have comparable mobilities f
electrons and holes as well as HOMO and LUMO lev
matchable to electrode work functions. Contacts are th
fore more nearly ohmic and charge injection is closer to b
ance. Also, the bipolar transient current does not show
overshoot and recombination is, in general, not limited
electrode interfaces.

For excitons we use a lifetime of 16 ns, which is t
radiative lifetime typically found for Alq3,47 and a diffusion
length of 10 nm.51 The material parameters used in Secs.
and IV are listed in Table I. Those used in the discussion
trilayer designs in Sec. V are summarized in Table II.

III. TRANSIENT ELECTROLUMINESCENCE

Here and in Sec. IV we present simulation results
bilayer structures composed of a 50-nm-thick electr
transport layer~ETL!, in which recombination also occurs
and a 65-nm-thick hole-transport layer~HTL! and compare
them with experiment. Experimentally, a third thin layer
copper phthalocyanine~CuPc! is often deposited on top o
the transparent anode and below the HTL for improved
vice stability. In the simulation this layer was omitted in th
first study for the sake of simplicity, which we justify by th
simulated performance being relatively insensitive to sli
variations of the anode injection barrier height. The anod
sufficiently ohmic, and hole mobility in the HTL is high.

A. Experiment

The organic layers are evaporated on top of a glass
strate patterned with a transparent anode@indium–tin–oxide
~ITO!#. The cathode is commonly formed by coevaporat
of magnesium and silver~90% Mg:Ag!. Transient EL mea-

TABLE I. Mobility and energy level parameters for TPD and Alq3 as used
for the simulation.

Layer
material

m0,e

~cm2/V s!
E0,e

~kV/cm!
m0,h

~cm2/V s!
E0,h

~kV/cm!
HOMO

~eV!
LUMO
~eV!

TPD 1028 100 000 3.231023 14 800 5.4 2.5
Alq3 1.231026 1959 1.231027 1959 5.7 3.0
Downloaded 09 Oct 2003 to 128.114.130.133. Redistribution subject to A
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surements are performed using a pulse source, a Hamam
photomultiplier, and Tektronix digital oscilloscopes. TheRC
time of this setup including the OLED investigated is 0.2ms.
The device fabrication and the experimental procedures w
described previously in more detail in Ref. 14.

B. Transient space-charge-limited current

We simulate transient monopolar currents as a test of
accuracy of the algorithm prior to studying EL transients a
show that our numerical method reproduces analytical res
for the time-dependent monopolar current in single-layer
vices. Transient behavior of SCLCs in organic semicond
tors was described theoretically, ignoring diffusion, by Ma
and Rakavy52 and by Helfrich and Mark.53 In a monopolar
and single-layer configuration, the carrier transit time
shorter than in the absence of space-charge effects due t
enhancement of the electric field at the leading edge of
carrier packet. This transit time reduction is given by

t tr50.786L/mE, ~9!

whereL is the layer thickness,m the carrier mobility~here,
field independent!, andE the applied electric field. The tran
sient current overshoots its steady-state value by a facto
1.21 and starts at 0.44 times the steady-state value.52,53Upon
reaching steady state, the electric field and the charge de
assume the familiar Mott–Gurney solution, i.e., proportion
to x1/2 andx21/2, respectively, wherex is the distance from
the injecting electrode. Transient SCLCs~TSCLCs! can be
used to determine the charge carrier mobility44 and to study
the quality of the injecting contact.54,55 The temporal evolu-
tion of the internal electric field and the carrier densities
illustrated for an electron-dominated single-layer Alq3 device
in Fig. 1 upon turnon of a 10 V step voltage. Electrons tra
from the cathode on the right-hand side of Fig. 1. Befo
equilibrium is achieved~continuous lines in Fig. 1!, the lead-
ing charges experience an electric field that is always gre
than the average field, in this case 830 kV/cm including
built-in contribution, and reaches a maximum at the time
arrival at the other electrode. This mechanism is respons

FIG. 1. Transient distributions of the electric field and charge densities u
application of 10 V to a single layer~100 nm! of Alq3 with an electron
injection barrier of 0.3 eV. The continuous lines show the distributions cl
to steady state at 2.8ms. Corresponding instants in time are indicated in t
inset by arrows in the current transient.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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for the transit time reduction.56 An ohmic contact is required
for the observation of a TSCLC peak as is illustrated in F
2 by a variation of injection barrier height. Injection-limite
transients are characterized by a much lower initial curre
the absence of a transient current peak, and a longer~space-
charge-free! transit time that approachesL/mE. Similar ar-
guments apply to bilayer LEDs; see Sec. IV B. The benefi
use of lithium fluoride~LiF! in forming an ohmic contac
was demonstrated previously57–60 and confirmed by TSCLC
measurements of single-layer Alq3 diodes.55 The above re-
sults are slightly modified in the case of field-depend
mobilities.61 Further, diffusion is responsible for rounding o
the cusp in the Many–Rakavy solution52 because of broad
ening of the carrier front and therefore the distribution
arrival times.19,61

C. Pulsed electroluminescence

Pulsed EL has been studied theoretically17 and quite ex-
tensively experimentally, e.g., in Refs. 13, 14, 16, and re
ences therein. Here we present numerical simulations o
layer devices and find mechanisms that we compare to th
established for single-layer devices.13

In Fig. 3~a! the experimental current and EL response
an ITO/CuPc~20 nm!/NPB ~45 nm!/Alq3 ~50 nm!/Mg:Ag
device is plotted for various applied voltages, 6, 7, and 8
Using this device structure, electron mobility paramet
were extracted from TSCLC and TOF measurements.14

For comparison, we simulated a TPD/Alq3 bilayer struc-
ture with a 0.5 eV electron and 0.4 eV hole injection barri
respectively. The mobility parameters used are given
Table I. The simulated device has the same Alq3 layer ~50
nm! and total~115 nm! thickness as the experimental devi
@Fig. 3~a!#. We calculate the response to one pulse period
a rectangular voltage step and subsequent resetting to
In Fig. 3~b! the calculated transient current and EL respo
to a voltage steps of 6, 7, and 8 V are shown. The initial high
current and fast decay are due to the fast holes crossing
TPD layer to the internal interface. The negative curr
upon turnoff is bigger in magnitude for the higher initi
voltage, since more charges have accumulated in the de

FIG. 2. Transient current of a 100-nm-thick single-layer Alq3 LED for vari-
ous electron injection barriers~0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.43, and 0.5 eV!. The current
peak position shifts to longer times as the barrier is increased and even
reaches the space-charge-free~injection-limited! transit timet52.03ms, in-
dicated by the arrow, as can be calculated using the average electric fi
Downloaded 09 Oct 2003 to 128.114.130.133. Redistribution subject to A
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The delay time for EL is entirely determined by the arrival
electrons at the internal interface and varies with appl
bias, as expected. While the fast initial rise can be attribu
to the establishment of a high recombination rate density
the Alq3 side of the internal interface, the slow later rise
due to increasing penetration of holes into the Alq3 layer.
Given that the turnon delay time is reproduced correc
@compare to Fig. 3~a!#, we conclude that the electric field i
predominantly dropped across the ETL~Alq3!. The ratio of
electric field strength in the ETL compared to that in t
HTL will be discussed in Sec. IV A. We note some discre
ancy between experiment and simulation in the steepnes
the fast rise, possibly arising from too many electrons pili
up at the internal interface due to overestimation of the
ternal electron barrier height. Treuschet al.62 determined a
LUMO offset at an TPD/Alq3 interface of only 0.1 eV by
x-ray photoabsorption. By contrast, the hole pileup det
mines the transit time of electrons across Alq3 through the
enhanced electric field in that layer. Better agreement w
experiment for the current magnitude can be achieved
adjusting the injection barrier heights, which does not a
the EL delay time. Thus, to match the simulated current
the experimental one, a cathode barrier of only 0.43
needs to be chosen even though the nominal barrier i
high as 0.6 eV. Significant deviations from nominal barr
heights due to interfacial dipole layers at the injection co
tacts have been found previously.27 The simulated transien
currents of the single-layer Alq3 device in Fig. 2~a! illustrate

lly

d.

FIG. 3. ~a! Experimental current and electroluminescence responses o
ITO/CuPc~20 nm!/NPB (45 nm)/Alq3 ~50 nm!/Mg:Ag LED to 5 ms pulses
at a repetition frequency of 1 kHz and at pulse heights of 6~dashed line!, 7
~short-dashed line!, and 8 V~continuous line!. ~b! Simulated transient elec-
troluminescence response of a bilayer TPD (65 nm)/Alq3 ~50 nm! LED to
voltage pulses of 6~dashed line!, 7 ~short-dashed line!, and 8 V~continuous
line!. For reference, the calculated current transient is also shown. Cha
teristic features that are reproduced: fast and slow rises, delayed elec
minescence and negative current upon turnoff due to charge removal d
by space charge, and built-in field@compare to~a!#.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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the steady-state current variation with assumed injec
barrier height. EL decay upon turnoff will be discussed
Sec. E.

D. Temporal recombination zone shift

Next, we shall consider the charge and recombinat
density as well as the electric field profile as they evo
towards equilibrium after turnon. In multilayer OLED
charge carrier mobilities can vary by several orders of m
nitude from layer to layer. Therefore, the faster charges
penetrate the device and modify the electric field distribut
well before the other charge has built up a significant den
within the bulk. As a result, the transient current peaks o
very early time scale and is followed by a steep decay p
to equilibrating@compare to Fig. 2~b!#. In the case of com-
mon bilayer OLEDs based on Alq3, this effect is believed to
facilitate the injection of electrons, because holes reach
internal interface well in advance and cause the electric fi
to be greatest in the Alq3 layer. The experimental determina
tion of the internal electric field is a nontrivial issue.15,27,62–66

As was pointed out by Pinneret al. for a single-layer
structure,15 the position and magnitude of the maximu
electric field may vary during equilibrium. The penetratio
of the slower carrier smooths the electric field distribution.
the transient EL of the bilayer device, further equilibration
reflected by a slow approach to equilibrium dictated by
low mobility of holes in Alq3. The interpenetration of hole
and electron populations results from the low cross sec
inherent in Langevin recombination. Equilibration is com
pleted when holes either reach the cathode~a cathode-limited
device, leading to low current balance! or encounter a high
density electron space-charge region near the cathode, w
results in a high probability of recombination. In our bilay
device we find an additional feature. While the initial E
may occur at a position in the emissive layer that is de
mined by the mobility ratio of electrons to holes therein, t
charge accumulation at the internal interface eventually
comes dominant and the recombination shifts to the A3

side of the internal interface. In Fig. 4 the electric field a
recombination rate density are shown. At turnon~0.75 ms!,
the recombination rate peaks in the Alq3 bulk, 5 nm from the
interface. The continuing pileup of electrons at the inter
interface causes a shift of this peak position toward the
terface and the fast rise in EL~inset of Fig. 4!. Correspond-
ingly, although the electric field at turnon is highest 5 n
from the interface, the electron pileup results in a local pe
in the electric field at the interface, but further penetration
holes into Alq3 causes the electric field peak position to sh
into the bulk.

We note that in the case of Fig. 4 the recombination r
density is confined to a very narrow region and the appro
mation by a Dirac-delta source is acceptable. Figure 5 sh
the corresponding singlet exciton distribution at vario
times after turnon~compare to Fig. 4!. The exciton distribu-
tion approaches a steady state near 2ms. The inset shows the
exciton density on a logarithmic scale and reveals the ex
nential decay with a constant of 10 nm, in agreement w
the assumed exciton diffusion length and the analytical s
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tion, Eq. ~8!. In this case, the doping method used to det
mine the emission zone width actually measures~and may
modify! the exciton diffusion length. In the literature, sever
studies on the recombination and emission zone
Alq3-based bilayer LEDs have been reported.47,67–69The ini-
tial study by Tanget al.47 reported 5 nm for the recombina

FIG. 4. ~a! Evolution of electric field and recombination zone for a bilay
TPD (65 nm)/Alq3 ~50 nm! device upon application of a 10 V pulse using
cathode injection barrier of 0.2 eV~same as in Fig. 11!. ~b! The charges first
meet at around 70 nm, 5 nm from the internal interface in the Alq3 layer,
giving rise to a broad recombination rate density peak. During the fast
in electroluminescence@see inset in~b!#, the recombination peak position
shifts towards the internal interface. Along with this, electrons pile up at
internal interface and a local peak in the electric field at the internal interf
emerges because of the high hole density on the opposing side of the
face.

FIG. 5. Singlet exciton density profiles obtained as the solution to Eq.~7! at
different times for a bilayer TPD/Alq3 device after application of a 10 V
pulse ~same parameters as in Fig. 4!. Due to strong confinement of the
recombination rate density close to the internal interface~see Fig. 4!, the
exciton density and therefore emission profiles decay exponentially w
distance from the interface, similar to the prediction for a Dirac-delta-l
source at the interface. The inset shows the density on a logarithmic s
and reveals the exponential decay with a constant of 10 nm, in agree
with the assumed exciton diffusion length.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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tion zone width and about 20 nm for the emission zo
width. Lamet al.67 estimated the emission zone to extend
least 20 nm into the bulk of Alq3 by a delta-doping method
Yamashitaet al.68 used a doping region of varying thickne
to conclude that the recombination zone width was 10 n
and Matsumura and Jinde69 derived an emission zone widt
of 20 nm, which shrinks as the devices degrade. Indir
experimental evidence for the equilibration process of ex
ton distribution, as shown in Fig. 5, was found in rubren
doped Alq3 multilayers by a temporal analysis of the relati
spectral contributions of rubrene and Alq3.46

E. Delayed electroluminescence upon turnoff

While the turnon dynamics are dictated by the buildup
space charge in the device, delayed EL upon turnoff is pr
ing the slow removal thereof. The intensity of delayed EL
determined by the amount of residual space charge in
device. Figure 6 shows the simulated EL transients of Fig
on a logarithmic scale for 6, 7, and 8 V. An initial drop upo
turnoff is followed by a fast and slow EL decay. The lon
decay constant changes only slightly for different biases
is related to details of the space-charge field distribution

Upon turnoff, the electric field in the device is a supe
position of the built-in field and the space-charge field on
Charge storage effects can either be studied by applyin
prebias in the time between pulses,14 or by altering the duty
cycle and thereby probing the residual charge upon turno16

Additionally, the internal electric field at the position o
maximum recombination can be probed by analyzing
drop in EL upon turnoff.15

It is commonly assumed that the total field upon turn
points in the opposite direction to the previously appli
field. However, if the accumulated space charge results
field that exceeds the built-in potential in magnitude, then
total field may change sign locally. This is more likely
occur in multilayer devices since the space-charge field
hibits strong nonuniformity due to charge accumulation
internal interfaces. As a result, in regions with positive el
tric field, charges continue to interpenetrate each other

FIG. 6. Simulated transient recombination rate densities@same as in Fig.
3~b!# for 6, 7, and 8 V plotted on a logarithmic scale. While the electro
minescence drops to different values for different initial biases, the t
constant of the slow decay alters only marginally, and is related to
detailed residual space-charge distribution.
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recombine, while in regions with negative electric fiel
charges move back toward the electrodes they were inje
from. To illustrate this mechanism, let us consider the tu
off regime of the 8 V transient of Figs. 3 and 6, respectivel
Figure 7 depicts the early time regime after application of
ms pulse. As the applied field is switched off, the fie
changes sign in the HTL but remains positive in most of
ETL. Just to the right of the internal interface, where t
highest electron charge density has accumulated, the ele
field goes negative, pulling holes back to the HTL and el
trons towards the bulk of Alq3. This interpenetration gives
rise to a local and temporal recombination rate increase
the inset of Fig. 7~a! shows and is accompanied by the r
moval of the hole accumulation layer at the HTL side of t
internal interface. The fast removal of holes is manifested
the electric field profiles; see Fig. 7~a!. The short-lived rise in
recombination is evident in the recombination rate dens
transient; see Fig. 7~b!. The time scale of this effect is cor
related to the quick removal of holes from the internal int
face through the HTL. The interpretation is consistent w
the observation that the time delay of the transient peak
the recombination rate density is only marginally depend
on the hole mobility in Alq3 as has been checked with 0
and 0.01 mobility ratios in Alq3. Our simulation shows a

e
e

FIG. 7. Early time scale upon turnoff after application of a 10 V pulse fo
ms to a TPD/Alq3 bilayer device with a 0.5 eV cathode barrier height.~a!
Spatial dependence of electric field and recombination and~b! temporal
dependence of recombination. During the fast removal of holes through
HTL, the recombination rate density increases temporarily, due to ch
interpenetration on the Alq3 side of the interface@see inset to~a!#, and
results in a transient rise in recombination@expanded in the inset to~b!#.
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transient peak in the recombination rate that does not o
shoot its steady-state value. Turn-off spikes in EL have b
reported in polymer70 and small molecule71 based bilayer
LEDs. In the former case the overshoot occurred on a
time scale, compared to a sub ms time scale in the la
Both interpretations relied on interfacial phenomena~inter-
penetration of materials in the former, discharging of t
interfacial layer in the latter case!, but further insight into the
details of the dynamics is desirable.

On a longer time scale, the charge density diminishes
recombination in a relatively broad region near the inter
interface. This is shown in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!, respectively,
for the electric field and recombination rate density as wel
for the electron and hole density. The time constant of t
long-lived EL is determined by the higher residual char
mobility, in this case the electron mobility, as is confirm
by a variation of the mobility ratio from 0.1 to 0.01. A stud
of charge storage effects by means of duty cycle variatio
underway.

IV. STEADY-STATE SPACE-CHARGE EFFECTS

A. Charge accumulation and electric field
enhancement

We will now discuss the bias dependence of spa
charge effects in bilayer structures, described in Sec. II
The difference between the high hole mobility in the HT
and the low electron mobility in the ETL increases the el
tric field in the ETL significantly above the average fiel
The accumulation of charges on either side of the inter

FIG. 8. Long time scale upon turnoff of the same device as in Fig
~distributions at 6, 7.2, 8.4, and 9.6ms shown!. As a result of the strongly
nonuniform space-charge field that remains upon turnoff,~a! the electric
field remains positive in most of the Alq3 layer. Therefore~b! the residual
charges in the Alq3 layer continue to recombine. The charges and the
combination zone are no longer confined to the internal interface during
long-lived decay.
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interface causes a local peak in the electric field distributi
In Fig. 9 the electric field distribution is shown together wi
the recombination zone for biases from 4 to 10 V. Using
electron injection barrier of 0.5 eV, the accumulation
holes increases with increasing bias, which results in a big
difference between the electric fields in the HTL and t
ETL. Experimentally, direct probing of the internal potenti
distribution with a sandwiched third electrode was repor
by Hiramoto et al.,63 whereas indirect electroabsorptio
techniques allow the determination of the average elec
field in individual layers.64,65 In support of our findings, in
these studies, using equivalentAlq3-based bilayer LEDs, we
have found the electric field across theAlq3 layer to be en-
hanced by a factor of approximately 5–10 with respect to the
field across the HTL.

The recombination rate density profile remains confin
to the internal interface for the bias range considered
narrows for increasing bias correlated with a narrowing el
tron pileup. Similarly, the hole accumulation is enhanced
higher bias.

B. Efficiency versus bias

The device quantum efficiency is proportional to the c
rent balance factorb and to other factors that are not relate
to the electrical properties of the device.5 Numerically, the
current balance factorb in equilibrium can be evaluated us
ing the electron, the hole, or the recombination current:

7

-
e

FIG. 9. ~a! Electric field and recombination rate density as well as~b!
charge density distribution in a bilayer TPD (65 nm)/Alq3 ~50 nm! device
with a 0.5 eV cathode barrier at various biases~4, 6, 8, and 10 V!. As the
voltage is increased, the confinement of holes to the internal interfac
enhanced, causing the electric field ratio from Alq3 vs TPD to increase.
Similarly, the electron pileup on the Alq3 side narrows with increasing bias
resulting in enhanced confinement of the recombination rate density; se~a!.
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b5
Je,cathode2Je,anode

J
5

Jh,anode2Jh,cathode

J
5

*0
LeR~x!dx

J
,

~10!

where L is the device thickness,R the recombination rate
density@rpn in Eq. ~3!#, andJ the averaged total current.

In an attempt to illustrate the beneficial use of sm
electron injection barriers, let us consider the current bala
versus bias curve for TPD/Alq3 bilayer devices with two
different barrier heights, 0.2 and 0.5 eV; see Fig. 10. T
device with the small electron injection barrier is bulk lim
ited and shows ideal current balance over virtually the en
bias range considered. Even at low bias the electron injec
barrier of 0.2 eV is a good enough contact to provide h
electron density next to the cathode, which prevents ho
from leaving the device without recombining. For compa
son, a contact-limited case with 0.5 eV as the electron inj
ing barrier is calculated. In this case, current balance is
at low bias upon turnon and reaches unity only at high b
Such a change in efficiency versus voltage was found exp
mentally when removing the beneficial LiF catho
layer.59,60 Indications for a significant injection barrier eve
for a nominal barrier as low as 0.2 eV in the case of calci
was concluded from the absence of a TSCLC peak.55 In sup-
port of this, Campbell and Smith72 found injection barriers
into Alq3 from low-work-function metals such as magn
sium, calcium, and samarium to exceed the nominal va
and to be pinned at 0.6 eV. In order to illustrate the influen
of the cathode barriers on the current–voltage characteris
the inset shows a variation in the apparent power law beh
ior for the same two devices, each having identical mobi
parameters. The slope in this log–log plot for the conta
limited case~0.5 eV! is higher ~with a power above 3!
whereas in the bulk-limited case~0.2 eV! the current follows
more closely theI;V2 power law predicted for trap-free

FIG. 10. Current balance vs voltage curve for bilayer TPD/Alq3 devices
with different electron injection barriers, after correction of the built-in p
tential ~1.8 and 1.5 eV, respectively!. The device with the small injection
barrier ~0.2 eV! exhibits ideal current balance independent of the app
voltage, whereas the device with the high injection barrier~0.5 eV! achieves
ideal current balance only at high bias. The inset shows a log–log plot o
corresponding current–voltage curves. The apparent power is higher~ex-
ceeding a power of 3! for the contact-limited device~0.5 eV! whereas the
bulk-limited device~0.2 eV! follows more closely theI;V2 behavior pre-
dicted by trap-free SCLC with constant mobilities. At high bias the cur
converge.
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SCLC with constant mobilities. At high bias the two curv
converge.

Figure 11 illustrates the charge, electric field, and reco
bination rate density profiles at 10 V for the two cases
injection barriers. We note that in the case of the small ca
ode injection barrier, both the electron space-charge den
near the cathode and the one at the internal interface
significantly higher. Therefore, the electric field is higher
the internal interface and smaller at the electrode than for
case of a high injection barrier. In fact, the electric fie
exhibits a local spike at the internal interface~due to the
opposing hole accumulation layer! only for the small injec-
tion barrier case.

V. TRILAYER DESIGNS

A. Device structures

Here we consider three artificial OLEDs in order to com
pare the performance of different device design conce
We use field-independent mobilities, a constant total la
thickness, and the same anode~5.0 eV! and cathode~3.3 eV!
work functions for all devices to facilitate interpretation
the results. Figure 12 illustrates the energy level diagra
and layer thicknesses for the three structures considered
which the parameters are listed in Table II. The hole mobi
of the HTL is taken to be one order of magnitude higher th
the electron mobility in the HTL. While the mobilities ar
taken to vary significantly in different layers, the injectio
barriers for the anode and cathode are chosen as symme

d

e

s

FIG. 11. ~a! Electric field and recombination rate density as well as~b!
charge densities for the two bilayer devices discussed in Fig. 10 at an
plied voltage of 10 V with different electron injection barrier heights~0.2
and 0.5 eV!. In the bulk-limited case~0.2 eV!, the electric field is small at
the cathode and reaches its maximum at the internal interface, where
charges accumulate on either side. In the contact-limited case~0.5 eV!,
holes may penetrate into Alq3 and the electric field across the internal inte
face remains small. In this case, at high bias the number of exciting hole
the cathode decreases and current balance approaches unity.
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~0.3 eV!. The middle layer has the same hole mobility as
holes in the HTL and the same electron mobility as the e
trons in the ETL. Therefore accumulation effects at int
faces are due to energy discontinuities only. Device A ser
as a reference bilayer structure and is similar in nature to
TPD/Alq3 device discussed in Secs. III and IV. Device
contains a high band gap material as the middle~emitting, or
EML! layer, which causes the charges to accumulate on
ther interface and hence enhance the electric field acros
middle layer. Device C represents an ideal structure in te
of both current balance and recombination since electr
and holes can enter the middle layer without overcoming
energy or mobility discontinuity and have a high chance
recombine in the same layer they are confined to by ene
levels of the opposing transport layer. While the materials
the trilayer devices have the same transport properties,
HOMO/LUMO difference and therefore the emission co
vary.

B. Results

While all three structures have an optimal current b
ance of one in the entire voltage range considered, there
differences in the current and light output achieved. Beca
of its blocking nature, device B exhibits the smallest curr
and light output, while device C demonstrates the best p
formance. The bilayer structure is the intermediate case.

FIG. 12. Schematic energy level diagrams for bi- and trilayer devices. S
metrical injection barriers of 0.3 eV for the both anode and cathode
chosen by taking the metal work functions as 5.0 and 3.3 eV, respecti

TABLE II. Mobility and energy level parameters for the artificial materia
of the trilayer devices discussed in Sec. V.

Device
structure Layer

me

~cm2/V s!
mh

~cm2/V s!
HOMO

~eV!
LUMO
~eV!

A HTL 1027 1025 5.3 2.8
ETL 1026 1027 5.6 3.0

B HTL 1027 1025 5.3 2.8
EML1 1026 1025 5.6 2.8
ETL 1026 1027 5.6 3.0

C HTL 1027 1025 5.3 2.8
EML2 1026 1025 5.3 3.0
ETL 1026 1027 5.6 3.0
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ure 13 shows the current–voltage characteristics for the th
device structures. The inset, a log–log plot of the curren
voltage curve, clearly demonstrates SCLC behaviorJ
;V2) for all three devices. Given that all three device stru
tures exhibit ideal current balance, the current is a dir
measure of the light output. The currents at an external b
of 10 V are 54, 41, and 95 mA/cm2 for devices A, B, and C,
respectively. Device C will therefore have the best pow
efficiency. For the sake of completeness, it must be ad
that a device with a single 120-nm-thick layer of the ET
material and the same electrodes shows poor performa
with current balance factors on the order of 1024 and a maxi-
mum current of 13 mA/cm2 at 10 V. In support of these
findings trilayer polymer LEDs were found to exhibit perfo
mance superior to single- or bilayer LEDs.12

Charge, recombination density, and electric field dis
butions are given in Figs. 14~a!–14~c! for the three devices
considered. The recombination maximum is located in d
ferent layers, depending on the device structure. Bilayer
vice A has the maximum recombination in the ETL~at 60
nm!. Device B’s maximum recombination is in the ETL~at
80 nm!, with some penetration into the middle layer and
satellite at the HTL/EML interface~at 40 nm!. Device C’s
recombination zone is confined to the middle layer, with
maximum at the EML/ETL interface~at 80 nm! and a small
satellite at the HTL/EML interface~at 40 nm!. The electric
field is plotted on a linear scale and has a local spike at
internal interface of bilayer device A@Fig. 14~a!#. The elec-
tric field in ‘‘charge-blocking’’ device B is highest in and
uniform across the middle layer, into which little charge pe
etrates. In ‘‘charge-confining’’ device C, the electric field
highest across the ETL due to a strong pileup of the f
holes at the EML/ETL interface.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a numerical method to simu
multilayer OLEDs in both transient and steady-state ope
tion using, as much as possible, experimentally determi
material parameters. The results illustrate the operating p

-
re
ly.

FIG. 13. Current–voltage characteristics of bi- and trilayer devices a
correction of the built-in potential~1.7 eV!. The inset, showing the current–
voltage curve on a log–log scale, attests to the SCLC behavior (J;V2) for
all three devices. Given that all devices have ideal current balance, devi
will demonstrate the best power efficiency.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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FIG. 14. Distribution of charge and recombination densities as well as electric field for devices A, B, and C.~a! Reference bilayer structure A,~b! trilayer
structure B, and~c! trilayer structure C. In bilayer device A, the maximum recombination is located in the ETL at 60 nm. Device B has its h
recombination in the ETL at 80 nm with some penetration into the middle layer and a satellite at the HTL/EML interface~at 40 nm!. Device C’s recombination
is primarily in the middle layer with a maximum to the left of the EML/ETL interface at 80 nm and a small satellite at the HTL/ETL interface~at 40 nm!.
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ciples of a commonly used Alq3 bilayer organic LED. In
particular we arrived at the following conclusions.

~1! The algorithm reproduces the major features of
analytic solution for transient space-charge-limited curre
in a monopolar single-layer device.

~2! The effect of injection barrier height on the transie
current is demonstrated in a monopolar single-layer dev
The suppressed current overshoot and a lower initial cur
for high injection barriers are indicative of contact-limited
opposed to space-charge-limited operation.

~3! The delayed onset of electroluminescence in
TPD/Alq3 bilayer device is determined by electrons cross
the ETL driven by an applied bias that is predominan
dropped across this layer. This is consistent with a pre
ously determined field-dependent electron mobility
Alq3.14

~4! The charges meet and give rise to initial electrolum
nescence within the bulk of the ETL, which subsequen
shifts to the ETL/HTL interface. The transient electrolum
nescence exhibits a fast rise due to electron pileup at
ETL/HTL interface followed by a slow rise due to slow pe
etration of the holes into the ETL. Transient current a
electroluminescence are comparable to experimental da

~5! The recombination rate profile in this bilayer devi
is essentially a Dirac-delta function~less than 2 nm wide! at
the interface, especially at high bias. This leads to an exc
density and therefore emission zone profile with a wid
given by the exciton diffusion length.

~6! Persistent electroluminescence due to resid
charges follows the voltage turnoff with the possibility of
short-lived rise in electroluminescence. The strong resid
space-charge field in this bilayer device may exceed
built-in field in magnitude, giving rise to a locally reverse
field. A fast time scale determined by the removal of ho
through the HTL and a slow time scale given by the mig
tion of electrons in the ETL, with corresponding slowly d
caying electroluminescence, can be distinguished.

~7! In Alq3 bilayer diodes the current balance versus b
curve is close to unity above turnon for small cathode inj
tion barriers while for higher barriers it approaches un
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only at high bias, emphasizing the importance of catho
quality.

~8! Trilayer designs with ideal current balance were e
plored, and improved power efficiency due to charge c
finement is demonstrated.

Further investigations will be directed at the influence
traps and dye dopants on the device characteristics an
finding suitable combinations of available materials
multilayer designs for further improvement of device perfo
mance.
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